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1

Introduction

If someone types the term legal marketing into Google’s search engines, the result will
yield more than five million records. The same procedure in Google Scholar, a popular
scientific database, will only return 4,280 documents. When added the option in the title
of the article, the result generates 68 papers. In summary, 4,280 records mention legal
marketing, and only 68 have it as a central subject, but none of them define this
phenomenon conceptually. It also means that this phenomenon is widespread technically
and professionally but still unknown according to scientific dictates.
However, what is happening seems within the normal range of all the world’s facts
and phenomena. First, they appear, multiply, and diversify. As of diversification, they are
gaining their contours and lives. It happened with biology, for example. Formerly one,
today it presents diversities that range from neurology to exobiology, for instance.
Marketing is similar. The diversity is so great that many areas already take on a life of
their own, such as business marketing, government marketing, environmental marketing,
service marketing, and so on. This list includes legal marketing, which has expanded so
much that science must take it as an object to understand and explain it.
An example that demonstrates legal marketing’s grandiosity is its gigantic national
and transnational associations, such as the LMA (2020). These associations provide
several essential services to their members, both legal services companies and lawyers,
all aimed at acquiring knowledge and marketing skills centred on their clients’
satisfaction and, of course, on making a profit. As shown in this study’s theoretical
framework, there is no difference between the marketing practiced by this company and
all associations focused on legal marketing with the marketing practiced by purely
commercial companies. In all of them, marketing is an instrument at the service of
supplying needs to obtain profit. Scientifically, therefore, corporate marketing is what
they practice. It is not legal marketing.
For science, the success or failure of the phenomena does not matter, but their proper
explanation. Science does not have to agree with what the LMA says legal marketing is
and what it’s associates practice. Science searches, catalogues, classifies, organises,
creates meanings in the world’s facts and phenomena. This is the first taxonomic
challenge facing what everyone is calling legal marketing.
In this sense, this study aims to present a proposal for a conceptual definition of the
phenomenon of legal marketing. For this, it used the conceptual bibliographic method by
(Nascimento-e-Silva, 2012, 2020; Silva et al., 2020), which is characterised by the
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formulation of a research question, collection, and organisation of data to generate an
answer. Since legal marketing does not have a conceptual proposal, we analysed the
definitions of the original concept marketing, determining its state of the art to cover the
definition generated for the field of law, through derivation, with the necessary
incorporations of legal specificities. The result was a definitive proposal that
contemplates the rigors of science to establish what legal marketing is.

2

Structural, operational and teleological aspects of marketing

Marketing is a relatively simple phenomenon to be understood. This phenomenon
comprises every supply effort, which begins with a survey of the needs of the
environment where the demands originate (Khosravizadeh et al., 2020;
Montoya-Restrepo et al., 2020). It proceeds with the determination of objectives and
strategies (Blagorazumnaia and Robu, 2020; Liang and Gao, 2020), continues with the
communication of these strategies from structures oriented to the operationalisation of
supply (Sun et al., 2020; Yaghin, 2020), and ends with the delivery of products and
services to claimants, as summarised in Figure 1. This logical scheme is in practically all
types of organisations. It has been called strategic marketing management, as can be seen
in the study by Vilkey and Dehbid (2016), Voskresenskaya et al. (2020), Bran-Piedrahita
et al. (2020) and Kong et al. (2020), among countless others.
Figure 1

Marketing as a phenomenon

Source: Prepared by the authors

From an organisation’s point of view, marketing is considered one of the three essential
functions responsible for its functioning and development. The other parts are finance
and production. The logical scheme of this triad is as follows. Marketing is in charge of
supply, which means to detect and supply needs. Production is responsible for producing
the product or service following the information provided by marketing. And finance is
responsible for receiving monetary compensation from the recipient of the product and
honouring commitments to the organisation’s suppliers. How it works depends on the
organisational mission, which is the reason for its existence (Coelho et al., 2020; Araújo
et al., 2020; Hersberger-Langloh et al., 2020).
Organisational missions are operationalised based on a specific global strategy called
a corporate system, involving the entire organisation and aiming at long-term objectives.
Strategies are the path through which the organisation intends to achieve its goals
(Sayyadi, 2019; Junita et al., 2020). As they cannot do this alone, organisations associate
with others, sometimes forming a long chain of suppliers and distributors. The former
supply them with all types of resources transformed into products and others used in their
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operation; the seconds help them make their products available to the end customer.
Ultimately, marketing is the organisational function responsible for this organisational
macro-orientation, with the production and finance functions’ help.
These functions perform three constant flows. The first starts with customers through
marketing efforts, which aims to identify the needs of customers. Together with the
production function, they translate those needs into the product or service from specific
attributes and expected benefits. Afterward, the supply and materials programming is
negotiated with the suppliers for the production to take place. This flow that begins at the
customer and ends at the suppliers is called informational, under marketing
responsibility. With the approved production schedule, the production flow starts with the
first supplier. It continues with the others until the organisation can produce the product
demanded and deliver it to the first distributor. This wholesaler sells to retailers and
selling to the final consumer. In possession of the product, the customer pays the retailer
who keeps his monetary part and delivers the wholesaler’s amount, which, in turn, does
the same with the producing industry until all suppliers have their share, materialising the
cash flow or financial.
These three flows control almost all organisations’ daily lives, whether public or
private, with or without beneficial interest. It means that the macro-flow of marketing is
practiced globally but does not serve all types of organisations. It only applies in its
entirety to those who have a clear financial interest, even if disguised discursively as
customer satisfaction or added value. In a car factory or bank, all stages of the marketing
phenomenon are observed. This practice intends to generate profits, which will reward
investors and all individuals involved in the production and support of it.
Regarding the legal marketing phenomenon, for example, things change. Reasoning
in reverse, there is no product to be sold, much less the generation of profits. As will be
shown later, the outcome of legal marketing is the law. And nobody can go around
selling the law. Consequently, the types of organisations involved in producing a law
differ significantly from those participating in other production, supply, and distribution
chains. But, if there is production, there is a production system. As a system, there will
also have to be inputs (and suppliers) of resources transformed into outputs (the laws).
Finally, if there is a production system, marketing is essential. So, what kind of marketing
is this? There are three fundamental dimensions to clarify the need for a conceptual
delimitation of legal marketing. These dimensions differentiate it from other concepts
improperly used: marketing structures, its operational structure, and its teleological
nature.

2.1 Marketing structures
Once the organisational strategy is defined, its operationalisation is defining the internal
and external marketing structures. When talking about organisational structure, it is
referring to formal relationships between people (Silvianita and Ling, 2020), defining
authorities and control schemes (Awada, 2019; Silva et al., 2019a), the forms of
coordination (Membiela-Pollán, 2019; Aggarwal and Kapoor, 2020), among other
essential definitions. It also involves determining what people have to do, their tasks and
activities, in short, the division of labour (Silvianita and Ling, 2020; Hanafi, 2019;
Awada, 2019; Eugenia et al., 2019; Wahab and Nazri, 2019; Moura et al., 2019; Silva et
al., 2019a; Membiela-Pollán, 2019; Bashir and Verma, 2019). People handle resources
(Silvianita and Ling, 2020) based on the orientation of specific processes (Awada, 2019)
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to achieve organisational goals (Awada, 2019; Bashir and Verma, 2019). All of this is
done from a structured communication system.
The strategy defines the organisational structure (Neis et al., 2017; Peng, 2019;
Alаbinа and Mishchenko, 2019). It is where the different structuring schemes come in.
As organisations are human groupings with specific aims, it is necessary to define
adequately what, how, and when to do according to specific quality standards. Quality
standards are customer guidelines that guide the supply of their needs. If these guidelines
do not exist, the likelihood of dissatisfaction increases and negatively impacts the
organisation’s business. If the company fails, it is because the organisation has been
unable to fulfil its mission, or its mission was not in the interest of the environment. It is
the first marketing challenge of all types of business organisations: to organise yourself
internally so that your customers’ satisfaction is guaranteed at a minimum cost to
generate the highest possible revenue.
As the organisation cannot control what is beyond its reach, it articulates
inter-organisational strategies to expand its action field. It will seek, for example, to
create and participate in the management of its supply chains (Majercak et al., 2016;
Forozandeh et al., 2018), which is a form of inter-organisational integration with several
objectives, mainly the guarantee of supply, cost reduction, revenue increase, technology
exchange, among others.
The literature reports financial gains as the most relevant resulting from marketing’s
external structures (Deng et al., 2020; Ali and Kachroo, 2020; Tikhonov et al., 2020;
Muhammad et al., 2020). Technically are called marketing channels or marketing
channels, and these structures benefit those who participate in them (Deng et al., 2020;
Shafiei and Modarres, 2020; Ali and Kachroo, 2020). But it is necessary to pay attention
to the size they reach since structures with many participants affect the net price of the
product (Ali and Kachroo, 2020), just as the right choice of the dealer increases margins
(Tikhonov et al., 2020) and the price transmission elasticity affects marketing
(Widyaningsih et al., 2020). To suit the strategy, in the event of failure, the structures
need to be changed.
The study by Gowsalya et al. (2020) presents an internal marketing structure
composed of anglers, fish classifiers, and price negotiators (one for the local market and
the other for direct sale to consumers). Jadhav and Borgave (2020) analyse six long
external marketing structures (fisherman, local seller, commissioned agent, retailer, and
consumer) and a short one (fisherman and consumer). Meltem and Mevlüt (2020) studied
five structures, the longest being composed of the farmer, broker, exporter, retailer, and
consumer, while the shortest formed by the farmer and consumer, very similar to the
structure described by Özenç and Mevlüt (2020). Gebretsadik (2020) studied sesame’s
marketing structure and found producers, buyers from producers, local beneficiaries,
cooperatives, exporters, and processors as members. Joyce et al. (2019) report a little
structure composed of the producer, retailer, and consumers and another long one, in
which producers, collectors, wholesalers, retailers, and consumers participate. Finally,
Muhibbullah and Karim (2016) describe an organisation’s experience that maintains a
domestic marketing structure and another for the foreign market.
The strategy is dependent on external market intelligence and internal business
intelligence (Wang et al., 2020). Some organisations have used artificial intelligence to
make their marketing structures’ adequacy more effective to support their strategies, as
shown by the research carried out by Kaiyp and Alimanova (2020). The authors found
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that artificial intelligence affects the structure and added value to the customer,
organisation, and management.
There are still several misunderstood and inadequately used marketing concepts
(Vynogradova and Drokina, 2020), that even successful organisations and individuals
still use. Marketing structures and distribution channels are aspects of the same practice
when viewed holistically (Yeserah et al., 2019), integrated. If someone sees layers and
another sees levels (Clarke, 1999), they describe the same reality differently.
Given the extraordinary dynamism of the development of the marketing phenomenon
in all spheres of associated human life, notably in the legal field, it is already possible to
perceive three marketing structures. Two of them faithfully follow business companies’
customary practices: the marketing of companies providing legal services and the
marketing performed by lawyers, legal professionals. Large legal companies organise
themselves to carry out surveys on their market needs, update their business strategies,
and, from there, their marketing structure. Since they do not produce the laws, their
positions are along the distribution chain. Large legal firms seem to operate like
wholesalers and smaller ones, like retailers. Lawyers who work autonomously fulfil the
retail function.
Both legal services companies and lawyers can join with other companies, national
and international, configuring an expanded marketing structure like industries,
businesses, and other service providers. It needs to happen so that they can reap the
benefits of a typical supply chain. The external marketing structures are the distribution
channels, which make up one of the essential aspects of the so-called marketing mix. The
marketing structure operationalises the strategy: defining price, product, place, and
promotion, the so-called 4Ps, which, even though they have no scientific basis (Goi,
2009), are widely used in business management.

2.2 The operational dimension of marketing
Marketing operates in what is known as the marketing mix, consisting of price, product,
place, and promotion, synthetically called 4P. Some studies point to 7Ps (Xaiver et al.,
2020; Bodet and Séguin, 2020; Kumar and Almoula, 2020; Ravangard et al., 2020),
adding people, processes and physical evidence and up to 9Ps (Pater and Cristea, 2018;
Nugraha et al., 2020), adding programming and policies. This variable number of Ps is
the visible evidence of something invisible: the need for organisations to control what is
not controllable, which is consumer behaviour.
In the marketing mix, everything is defined based on the satisfaction of the target
market’s needs (Khorsheed et al., 2020; Xaiver et al., 2020; Lagzouli et al., 2020;
Al-Zyoud, 2019) and customers and consumers (Beqaj et al., 2019; Goi, 2009; Roache,
2019; Pong and Chin, 2020). But what is effectively behind the efforts to satisfy needs
and add value is the acquisition of profit from the achievement of organisational and
marketing objectives (Kotler et al., 2006; Bennett, 1995; Zineldin and Philipson, 2007;
Kotler, 1994; Xaiver et al., 2020; Almakhadmah and Ajloun, 2019; Maulana and
Susandy, 2019). The profit from the marketing mix is almost always financial. It is the
outcome of the difference between the revenues earned from the investments made. It is
the general rule for all types of enterprises with economic purposes.
However, from legal marketing, the marketing mix in its entirety is performed by
companies providing legal services and independent legal professionals, and lawyers.
They must use these procedures and techniques appropriately to understand their
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customers’ needs adequately, format the services following those needs, and deliver to
them as soon as possible and at a cost that they can afford.
Legal services companies and lawyers do not make laws. The laws, provided by their
producers, are their raw materials, not their products. From the reception of laws, these
companies and professionals organise their services, which configure their products.
Depending on the structure of marketing, finance, production and support services, and
the distribution and promotion channels, these services have cost so that each one has a
price. The price represents the agreed value sufficient to recover the companies’
investments and the lawyer, in the case of a self-employed professional, plus a profit
margin. There can be new investments and improvement of the services provided. Profit,
therefore, is vital for legal services and legal professionals. But it seems that the profit
does not apply to legal marketing, only to business marketing for legal services.

2.3 The teleological dimension of marketing
Every organisation has a reason for existence, a mission. Marketing is also an
organisation in its forms because it represents associated human efforts towards a specific
objective. That determined objective is that it allows knowing what its purpose is, its
teleological nature. The knowledge of the purpose enables us to understand with
precision the ontological character of all conceptual definition. When it knows the
meaning of something, it understands its scope, its boundaries. The literature review
showed that the great diversity of existing marketing always points to the same purpose.
The study by Opriş et al. (2014) deals with ecological marketing, eco-marketing,
whose aim is to change consumer behaviour. The research by Agapito et al. (2012, 2013)
dealt with sensory marketing to adapt a brand to the customers’ lifestyle. While the first
wants to change people’s behaviour based on marketing efforts, the second intended the
opposite, to adapt the product to people. Stoica et al. (2015) show that online marketing is
to exchange ideas, products, and services that satisfy customers. It is the predominance in
literature: the idea of exchange.
The purpose of marketing as an exchange, which is natural, must guarantee the
company’s efficient growth (Zaharia and Dogaru, 2013). It increases the financial volume
of business (Constantinescu and Marinescu, 2014), build lasting brands (Mudzanani and
Molaoa, 2018), and provided that with the generation of financial profit and economic
benefits for the company and its stakeholders (Sinanagić et al., 2019). A company is an
investment, and every investment must have the return of what was invested plus an
additional remuneration. That is the dynamics of every business, practiced by every
business organisation, including large companies that provide legal services, independent
professionals, and lawyers. Therefore, what these companies and lawyers’ practice is not
legal marketing but business marketing. And so, it needs to be.

3

Research methodology

This study used the survey method to generate its results. This method consists of
selecting a sample with all the characteristics of a population. The analysis unit consists
of each conceptual definition found, whose analysis level was the conceptual scope taken
around its terms of equivalence and attributes. The analysis perspective was synchronic
or transversal, which seeks to explain the present reality of a given fact or phenomenon
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differently from the diachronic or longitudinal perspective, which is concerned with
describing the marketing’s temporal evolution.

3.1 Guiding issues
According to this study’s theoretical framework, two central questions guided the
operationalisation of its methodological strategy:
a

What is the equivalence term of the definitions found in the literature that synthesises
the marketing concept?

b

What are the attributes of marketing that allow the understanding of the equivalence
term found and that account for the specificity of legal marketing?

3.2 Population and sample
The population consisted of all scientific articles in the scientific databases (Google
Scholar, Elsevier, Taylor & Francis, Emerald, and Scopus) that presented at least one
conceptual definition for Marketing. It used the temporal sampling scheme, in which time
was cut, looking for conceptual definitions in articles published between the years 2018
and 2020, in a total of 16 papers found. It discarded responses for completing
undergraduate and specialisation courses, given almost all these documents’ theoretical
and methodological weaknesses. All definitions found were validated and used in
producing the results of this investigation.

3.3 Data collection instrument
We used the mass of data (Nascimento-e-Silva, 2012, 2020). This instrument consists of
a table containing two columns. In the first, all the bibliographic information of the
scientific documents placed. In contrast, in the second, the answers to the guiding
questions found in the documents are recorded and their respective page number. This
type of data collection instrument is called ‘mass of data’. The greater the number of
responses found, the greater the number of lines in the table, and the greater the data
mass. The robustness of the masses of data depends on contemplating the largest possible
number of responses found.

3.4 Data collection strategy
We collected the data according to the chronological order from 2018 to 2020. This
procedure was due to the valid assumption that the state of the art constituted by the
scientific production of the most recent years. This production would portray the most
relevant and impacting papers in the form of reference, configuring the currently known
about the phenomenon under study – the collection based on the previous determination
of a response pattern. As the objective was to find answers to the question ‘what is
marketing?’ we determined that the answers would have to come in the following way
‘marketing can be defined as’. This decision intended to avoid the enormity of responses
that could come with ‘marketing is’ standard. We discarded them for not being
configured in a standard of conceptual definition. Another reason was that ‘marketing can
be defined as’ externalises the authors’ conscious will to present the concept’s definition.
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In the search option, ‘with the exact phrase’, the procedure consisted of typing the
pre-defined response pattern ‘marketing can be defined as’. The answers sought appeared
in bold, which facilitated the collection. So, we recorded them in the data mass and then
the bibliographic reference. We do not collect definitions contained in the undergraduate
and specialisation monographs. Many of these studies lack scientific rigor in applying the
scientific method and the generation and discussion of its results. The resulting mass of
data consisted of scientific articles published in scientific journals and the annals of
events, master’s theses, and doctoral theses.

3.5 Data analysis procedure and interpretation of results
In this study, the conceptual definitions are the statements found in the scientific
literature. The enunciators are the scientific community, a normative instance, with its
rules for acceptance for publication. The readers are the recipient of these publications
(Paiero, 2011). From the scientific method, the science rules guarantee the minimum
mutual trust for an utterance to be considered valid by the enunciates. That is because all
communication needs a minimum of mutual trust (Fulaneti, 2010).
Figure 2

Structure of conceptual statements

Source: Prepared by the authors

The statement (the conceptual definitions) is the discourse’s product, while the
affirmation is the act through which the speech is produced (Gebra and Ferranti, 2010).
This final product, the statement, materialised in the conceptual definitions, presents a
structure that can be analysed from the perspective of discursive syntax, as shown in
Figure 2. The concept is the reality that one wants to explain and communicate through
the definitions; we want to understand it precisely. The concept is what exists, and that is
possible to communicate.
The definition is the statement that explains (describes) the concept and makes it
understandable. Therefore, definitions are so that we can accurately understand what that
part of reality is unknown. Then, it serves to make known what is unknown. It is this
logic that permeates the construction of definitions and determines its structure. One
piece is not known, which is the concept, in the figure placed on the left side of the
equation, and another known part, which is the definition, is placed on the right side of
the equation.
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The right side consists of two parts. The first is what can be called the term of
equivalence. This term is a synonym, a word with the same semantic value as the concept
where the meaning is unknown. This equivalence process transforms the unknown into
the known, exchanges an unfamiliar image for another, known. If you do not know what
‘man’ is and if you know what ‘human being’ is, you will know what ‘man’ is if you
become ‘man’ equivalent to ‘human being’.
But defining concepts is not exchanging one word for another, one concept for
another. After all, man and woman are human beings. It is necessary to differentiate these
two concepts. That differentiation is made by identifying each concept’s unique
characteristics or, better saying, the equivalence term. And to point out unique features is
to give them attributes. Then, the attributes are the second part of the conceptual
definition, to differentiate from one concept to another. Women and men are human
beings; they have the same equivalence term. But what will differentiate one from the
other are its attributes, with sex being the most striking. Man has male sex (attribute); the
woman has a female gender (attribute).
The combination of the equivalence term with the attributes generates conceptual
definitions, conceptual statements. When it says that administration is the process of
planning, organising, directing, and controlling resources to achieve organisational
objectives, the word process is the term of equivalence. Resources and organisational
objectives are the attributes (planning, organising, driving, and controlling are the steps
in the process). It is the variations in attributes that expand the conceptual definitions
from one field to the other.
Take administration’s definition, called the original or primary definition, is the most
comprehensive and is not derived from any other covering it. Financial management is a
part of the more extensive administration. If it is a part, it will combine the same
equivalence term as the primary definition and differentiated in the attributes. For
example, financial management definition is “the process of planning, organising,
directing and controlling financial resources to achieve organizational objectives” or so
“financial management is the process of planning, organizing, directing and controlling
the financial resources to achieve organizations’ financial objectives.” Secondary or
derived definitions combine the same equivalence term and differ in attributes. We apply
this rule to construct the conceptual definition of legal marketing, which science has not
yet done. For this, it was necessary first to determine what marketing is, its conceptual
definition from the state of science, and expand its conceptual statement to the legal field,
differentiating its attributes.
After being collected, the data were subject to criticism so that there was a guarantee
that they followed the conceptual pattern of type A = B + C. A corresponded to the
response pattern ‘marketing can be defined as’ B is the equivalence term definition, and
C would correspond to the definition’s attributes. We reject all responses other than this
standard. We prepared a spreadsheet with terms of reference and bibliographic
information
The analysis continued with the grouping of the terms of equivalence repeated so that
it was possible to identify those with higher frequencies. That reduced the number of
equivalence terms in the original spreadsheet. Then, the different equivalence terms in
spelling were grouped around semantic equivalence (other words with the same meaning,
as in ‘procedure’ and ‘process’) and then by semantic proximity (different but close
meanings, as in ‘action’ and ‘strategy’). With this procedure, it was possible to
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understand the scope of marketing from its terms of equivalence. It allowed us to find an
equivalence term that covered all the others, restricting state of the art.
The next step was to identify its attributes, which are the characteristics that
differentiate one thing from the other – that procedure allowed to analyse the terms of
equivalence. The main difference was that the attributes varied considerably in quantity,
while the equivalence term proved to be all unique for each definition. We noted all
attributes found for the term of equivalence contained in each conceptual definition of
each article. Therefore, the collection of attributes was much more extensive than that of
the equivalence terms.
Each repeated attribute was quantified, reducing the data mass. Then they were
grouped by synonymy (different words with the same meaning) and then by semantic
field, as performed concerning the equivalence terms. We identify the characteristic
attributes of marketing and find the logical scheme that united them and gave them
meaning. The results made it possible to compose the conceptual definition sought and
restrict the current knowledge about the investigated phenomenon, a necessary
demarcation to present a valid conceptual proposal of legal marketing.

4

Results and discussion

Every concept, as a representation of reality, consists of two parts. The first is the
equivalence term, which makes the unknown (the phenomenon one wants to know,
conceptualise) known, and its attributes, which are aspects of reality that differentiate the
phenomenon from any other. The procedures used to generate the results are in this
section.

4.1 Marketing: equivalent terms
The results show that marketing is a set (Mendes, 2018; Rocha, 2018; Silva et al., 2019b),
as shown in Table 1. This positioning is because actions and activities need to be
planned, performed, and evaluated in their performance, composing a kind of constituent
elements of these actions that form the set called marketing. Therefore, a group’s idea is
that these actions and activities include a whole that distinguishes this whole, called
marketing, from other groups. It is the case of finance, operations, and communications,
with which marketing is concerned communicates.
Management is another marketing equivalence term found in the literature (Nogueira,
2018), which encompasses how to manage (Dias, 2018) and organisational behaviour
(Quintas, 2018). Management is planning, organising, directing, and controlling
resources to achieve organisational objectives, adapted to marketing, and has
communication efforts the primary resource to manage. For this reason, marketing is a
way of managing organisational resources, as suggested by Dias (2018), which implies
the adoption of specific organisational behaviour that allows the available resources
directed towards the achievement of corporate objectives.
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Marketing: terms of equivalence

Authors
Mendes (2018), Rocha (2018) and Silva et al. (2019a)
Nogueira (2018)
Dias (2018)

Equivalence terms

Constructs

Set

Set

Management

Management

Way of managing

Quintas (2018)

Behaviour

Queiroz (2018)

Action

Macedo et al. (2018)

Procedure

Gil (2018) and Sales and Sousa (2018)

Process

Ferreira (2018)

Strategy

Ferreira et al. (2019)
Severino (2018)
Escudeiro et al. (2019)
Fonseca (2018)
Souza et al. (2018)

Process

Tool

Relation

Combination
Expression
Use
Something engaging

Source: Data collected by the authors

The third grouping of equivalence terms found in the literature is the process construct.
The process is the logical sequencing of steps that, in the end, produce a specific desired
result (Gil, 2018). Every process, in a generic sense, is an action (Queiroz, 2018), which
follows particular procedures (Macedo et al., 2018) prescribed as a way in which specific
objectives are achieved, configuring, in practice, what is called strategy (Ferreira, 2018).
Thus, a process is a construct that involves action, procedure, and design.
The fourth grouping of equivalence terms defines marketing as a ‘relationship’. The
idea of a relationship is due to at least two actors who interact, so that relationship is
interaction. This interaction, in marketing, is made from tools. It is a list of instruments
(Ferreira et al., 2019), used in a combined way (Severino, 2018), often as a way of
creative expression (Escudeiro et al., 2019), innovative. The greater the innovation
caused in this relational scheme between the organisation and the external environment,
the greater the institutionalisation of its use will tend to be (Fonseca, 2018) as a relational
mechanism with the ground, which involves it (Souza et al., 2018).
Thus, the process seems to be the equivalence term capable of synthesising all
equivalence terms found in the literature. This inference is that management, set, and
relationship is an element of a more extensive set, which will be called a process in this
work. Management is the process whose features are to plan, organise, direct, and
control. These were a set to achieve objectives; every process is a set of logically ordered
steps that generate a particular result; every relationship is a relational scheme. They are
interactive practices.

4.2 Marketing: attributes
Attributes are a set of characteristics that things present and that distinguish them from
each other. The literature presents them as a set of qualities associated with each other
(Östborn, 2018) and that, in various ways, impact what they characterise (Delospital,
2016; Marques, 2009). It means that, as these characteristics change, the phenomenon
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changes. Take illiteracy and lack of mastery over phonemes as one of its attributes. The
greater the lack of dominance, the greater the illiteracy. The smaller, the less illiterate
someone considered. That is why it said that attributes are information about something
(Santos, 2019) based on what can be identified and perceived in them (Peters and
Remaud, 2020).
The facts and phenomena of the world are known for their attributes. It is the case
with marketing. Table 1 shows its attributes catalogued by science. Among all the
characteristics of the phenomenon, what draws attention is the predominance of ‘creating
value’ (Macedo et al., 2018; Gil, 2018). It is the main attribute of marketing, so what
distinguishes this phenomenon from all others is its ability to create value. This
phenomenon is in different ways in the literature.
One of these forms is articulation (Quintas, 2018), the interplay between individuals,
institutions, and organisations to produce beneficial results for these agents. This benefit
is also present in the conception of Sales and Souza (2018), in which marketing allows
people to obtain what they need. Although Dias (2018) and Escudeiro et al. (2019)
characterise it as attracting customers, this ability is only possible if individuals,
organisations, and institutions effectively demonstrate their power to create value, which
is nothing more than ‘to do the good’. If you do not do good, you are not attracted, much
fewer relationships are maintained. That is the essence of marketing: doing good. It is by
doing good that customers, friendships, relationships, and everything else are attracted.
Table 2 shows the most common attributes of the marketing definitions.
Table 2

Marketing: attributes

Authors

Attributes

Mendes (2018)
Rocha (2018)

Program design, implementation, and control
Program implementation and control

Silva et al. (2019b)

Communication actions

Fonseca (2018)

Communication channel

Nogueira (2018)

Processes

Dias (2018)

Attract new customers and keep current

Quintas (2018)
Macedo et al. (2018)
Gil (2018)

Articulation with audiences
Create value and build relationships
Create long-term value and relationships

Sales and Sousa (2018)

Getting what individuals and groups want

Escudeiro et al. (2019)

Attract customers and maintain relationships

Ferreira (2018)

Exchanges between members of the business chain

Queiroz (2018)

Market

Souza et al. (2018)
Ferreira et al. (2019)
Severino (2018)

Identify and satisfy needs
Manage well
Management tools

Source: Data collected by the authors

Based on this fundamental characteristic, it is possible to understand how the other
attributes explain marketing as a process, as demonstrated in the analysis of equivalence
terms, which is also one of the marketing characteristics (Nogueira, 2018). As a process,
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marketing is planning, executed, and evaluated around the effort to do good (Mendes,
2018; Rocha, 2018) to meet needs. And as it aims to permanence relationships, the plans
are divided into sectoral programs and specific projects for a particular supply type.
In addition to being an attribute that quickly identifies marketing actions,
communication is its primary tool (Silva et al., 2019a; Fonseca, 2018). As a process, it is
necessary to identify needs, develop plans with the long-term objectives to be obtained,
develop strategies into programs and projects, execute them, monitor their execution,
evaluate their results, and correcting actions when necessary. It is all done in a dialogical
way, between individuals, organisations, and institutions, which become partners in
acquiring that good desired by all.
As everything produced consumes resources, the actors involved sharing everything
necessary to invest in obtaining the good. For this, they make exchanges along the entire
production chain (Ferreira, 2018) of good, which is how the word business, in practice,
has meaning today. Doing business is doing good. Although many do good in exchange
in some way, selfishly, that selfish supply is still good. To satisfy needs is to do good. By
extension, the market (Queiroz, 2018) is an ample space where individuals, organisations,
and institutions do good, selfishly, or through otherness.
Finally, but not least, managing this entire value creation system is a challenge for
everyone who puts themselves at the service of good. It is not enough to work. It is
necessary to manage well, transform management and its tools (Severino, 2018) into
instruments for producing the good. Thus, the attributes of marketing orbit around
creating value, which has communication as the fundamental tool for creating and
maintaining relationships aimed at supplying needs. And the value of a law lies precisely
in its contribution to the guarantee of social harmony. The value of legal marketing is the
will. It comes with the assurance that the law gives to the citizens of a community.
Therefore, it follows that the security of good and social harmony are the two attributes
that summarise most appropriately all the others to represent the fundamental
characteristics of legal marketing.

4.3 Legal marketing: conceptual definition proposition
According to this study’s theoretical foundation, the conceptual expansion is from the
differentiation of the concept’s attributes. In the case of marketing, the conceptual
definition prevalent in the original scientific literature can be summarised thus
“marketing is the process of creating value from communication channels that aim to
establish long-lasting relationships to supply needs.” The first differentiation established
is the specificity of the needs to be met.
In legal marketing, as the name suggests, the needs are of a legal nature. As the term
‘legal’ refers to the law (Pagura, 2010), these needs concern the laws demanded by a
community. Healthy legal requirements that legal marketing’s mission is to supply. Thus,
the first approach for defining the concept would be “legal marketing is the process of
creating value through communication channels that aim to establish long-term
relationships to supply legal needs.”
On the other hand, laws are not the products or services of individuals and
organisations taken in isolation. Legislation, as a legal and juridical universe, is a type of
institution, understood as the rules (written and unwritten) that govern a social system
and that determine what is legitimate and what is not (Ramos and Nascimento, 2008;
Leão et al., 2019; Silva et al., 2002). It makes the law a product owned by the society, not
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by private individuals and organisations. Therefore, the communication channels have
institutions between sender and recipient, so only institutions can establish legal
marketing communication channels.
An industry communicates through different channels the values that its products
create for those who use them in meeting their needs. A hospital produces takes to society
the communication of the creation of value that its services bring to those who use them
to supply their needs. From this perspective, a law firm can do legal marketing because it
is an institutional unit in communicating to society the demands that the laws can supply
to create value for the community and its members. Its communication is institutional
when it informs the significance of laws for social harmony, restoring possible anxieties
and afflictions that arise from cases where the law is needy and demanding. But if he
discloses his services or the company he is part of, it is no longer legal marketing, but
attorney or business marketing.
Thus, the conceptual definition of legal marketing proposed is “legal marketing is the
process of promoting the common good through the drafting of laws that promote social
harmony.” It is a process because it involves a logical sequence that begins with
identifying demands for legislation. It continues with the drafting and application of laws
and continues indefinitely with communication efforts so that regulations are known to
citizens. The law itself, therefore, is a common good for all, available to all, as an
inalienable right. Social harmony is the purpose of this type of marketing.
Therefore, these results suggest a review of legal organisations, especially in their
structures, marketing mix, and purposes. There is almost nothing in them that comes
close to business organisations. First, virtually all of them are government entities. It is
the federation, for example, that creates the Federal Constitution, just as states and
municipalities are responsible for making their respective constitutions. In these more
extensive laws, the competencies to produce all laws are determined. The ‘big industry’
of laws, therefore, originates from the government. The government and those it
delegates competence to prioritise marketing efforts and organisation of the legal supply
chain.
Table 3

Summary of the conceptual definition of legal marketing

Marketing type

Structure

Marketing mix

Purpose

Legal business

Diversified

Complete

Profit

Attorney services

Diversified

Complete

Profit

defined

Incomplete

Social harmony

Legal

Source: Prepared by the authors

If there are a production system and even a supply chain of laws, marketing structures are
necessary. Every production system is an organisational strategy that can be called an
institutional strategy in the legal supply chain. The government and the institutions it
delegates need to create their marketing structures to execute the plan. They do it
internally, through the division of labour, tasks, and resources (Silva et al., 2019a;
Eugenia et al., 2019; Hanafi, 2019), as well as externally (Muhibbullah and Karim, 2016;
Clarke, 1999), through diplomatic relations and participation in international
organisations. These to achieve the objectives and goals (Membiela-Pollán, 2019) of each
institution that is part of the legal chain supply. Table 3 summarises the implications of
the definition of legal marketing in its structural, operational, and teleological aspects.
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The study by Simões and Nascimento-e-Silva (2020) showed that, except for the
price, the marketing mix is entirely in legal marketing. It is because laws as a product do
not have a defined price since everyone’s contributions finance them through their taxes.
However, as companies providing legal services and freelance lawyers are part of the law
distribution system, working with one of their operators. As their services consume their
resources, they are appropriately funded and priced. As participants in the legal supply
chain, these companies and professionals’ services have cost and present all the different
marketing mix Ps.
Finally, institutions’ teleological nature of legal marketing to do so is the common
good. In contrast, companies’ purpose of marketing, business associations, and
professionals who sell legal services is profit. These companies, associations, and
professionals do not practice legal marketing, but corporate marketing (in the case of
companies and their associations) and attorney marketing, in lawyers’ case. Only
government institutions and organisations delegate the practice of legal marketing. All
other organisations and their professionals practice, in some way, only business
marketing.

5

Conclusions

This study showed that legal marketing promotes the common good by drafting laws that
promote social harmony. The process systematised in terms of sequential steps, logically
ordered, to produce, as an effect, the creation of value, which is what the users of the
laws need to supply their needs. This value is the common good, not customer
satisfaction. As there are no customers, there is no profit, an essential element in business
marketing. Therefore, legal marketing is the government, the only entity capable of
producing laws and institutions delegated by it; except for the government and these
empowered institutions, everyone practices corporate marketing, not legal marketing.
Marketing is a managerial tool. And as such, it is linked to the production and
operation systems. Organisations use communication channels to inform how their
products and services create value for their customers by meeting their needs. Legal
marketing, in turn, is linked to the law-making system of a community or nation and,
therefore, serves to create value for associated human life, meeting the relational
regulation needs of its members through different communication channels. The purpose
of laws is always social harmony.
Thus, legal marketing emerges to assist institutions in the challenge of safeguarding
communities’ rights as a common good for all. Legal marketing is at the service of those
who make the law and is responsible for supervising its application. It is a pedagogical
and conscientious instrument, first because it instructs people to know what they can and
what they are allowed to do; second, the knowledge of spaces for freedom of action will
enable individuals to be aware of their limits importance of valuing them. It, it seems, is
the role that legal marketing must play according to the original concept of marketing.
As a recommendation for future studies, we suggest analysing how government
institutions execute the marketing process. In this way, environmental analyses, the
process of formulating marketing plans, institutional structuring, procedures for
elaborating the marketing mix, and evaluating the law’s effectiveness in bringing about
social harmony are the focus of the study.
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